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Founder Neil Wong created the Instagram [@ThankYouToronto] and curated it with the most 
beautiful lifestyle and architecture photos of Toronto. Within a few months it reached over 

10,000 followers and 30,000 hashtags. Neil thought he could use that network for a positive 
change. Neil designed the iconic Home Is Here™ cap which has became one of Toronto’s most 

popular caps for an interesting reason. 

When the cap launched, it launched with a cause behind it. “For Every Cap Sold, A Meal In 
Toronto Is Provided To Someone In Need”, which has grown to every garment. It caught 

media attention being the first local company to give back to the community. Shortly after, Thank 
You™ Toronto was featured in Toronto Life Magazine, Breakfast Television, Kiss 92.5, BlogTO, 
Toronto Star, Z103.5…and the list goes on. With all the attention, the trend caught on fast, and 

sparked a way to represent Toronto in a stylish way but more importantly; a positive way.

The Thank You™ Toronto brand and movement has also been worn by Kevin Pillar - Toronto 
Blue Jays, Greivis Vasquez - Former Toronto Raptor, Liz Trinnear - MuchMusic, Hardwell - DJ 
Mag’s #1 DJ, James Van Reimsyk - Toronto Maple Leafs, Faizal Khamisa - On-Air Sportsnet 

Personality, & Crystal Emmanuel - 2016 Canada’s Fastest Woman...just to name a few.

To date our network has grown to  55,000 Instagram Followers and more importantly is the 
hashtag interaction of over 230,000 and counting.

HISTORY



Roberto Osuna
#54 - Toronto Blue Jays

“Best Closer In The World”
                                - National Post

“Osuna Is A Sure Thing”
                                - Sportsnet

“Roberto Osuna Is Making History”
                                - Toronto Star
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ABOUT THE FOUNDER / DESIGNER

Before Thank You™ Toronto, Neil always had a leadership and generous spirit. In high 
school, he was the Athletic Council President, Captain of the Wrestling Team, and a 3 
time regional champion. He received multiple awards for Outstanding Leadership  and 
Most Valuable Team Member for educating his team members in and outside of the 
gym. In the summer he has worked for the YMCA as an under privileged youth 
counselor bringing groups from low income housing to outdoor camps at Kelso Park, 
Milton to provide positive experiences in life.

Neil has always been intrigued by the power of social media and how exciting it is to 
share an idea that encourages people to make tomorrow better. His hope is to see a 
future full of like-minded people from consumers to large business and corporations.

Continuing to share his ideas with individuals looking to give back to the community, 
Neil’s ultimate goal is to take Thank You™ Toronto across Canada with Thank You™ 
Canada and work with large distributors and business’ to make a positive change.

Neil Wong is the founder and operator of 
Thank You™ Toronto. He is the person 
behind the movement and business model 
that helps a person in need locally with every 
garment purchased in the company.

From the creation of the Instagram account, 
which has an astonishing engagement of  
over 220,000 hashtags and over 1 million 
post likes and counting, Neil has triggered a 
positive movement in the Toronto community 
not only with his own designs but with start 
ups and other successful companies.

Neil still personally handles all the charitable 
aspects from creating collaborations with 
other local companies, shelters, and 
restaurants to the delivery of the donations. 
The leadership, humbleness, generosity, and 
care for others didn’t arise unintentionally.



Licensing / Collaborations

Thank You™ Toronto, & Thank You Movement Inc™ are open to licensing opportunities 
and / or collaborations with your products or various landmarks, geographical locations 

for production, & distribution for the use of Thank You™.

Retail Opportunities

Thank You™ Toronto products are carried in several stores with our original stores 
being on their 15th+ re-order within their first year. We are also carried in all of the 

University of Toronto book stores which is a huge accomplishment being the largest 
post-secondary education institute in Canada. One of our retail stores have allowed us 
to do a collaboration which lead to Kevin Pillar of the Toronto Blue Jays purchasing and 

posting on his Social Media, and Crystal Emmanuel breaking the Canadian World 
Record for 100m while wearing our collaborative product chosen by her.

Marketing / Social Media Opportunities

With our growing network on the world’s most popular app, the right campaign or photo 
can help spread awareness through our own feed and stories. We receive 25,000+ 

impressions a post, 20,000+ unique account reach per post, and engagement between 
likes and comments are over 2000+. This reach can go hand in hand in spreading 

awareness for new business collaborative opportunities!

OPPORTUNITY
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(Analytics Shown Above Is Organic Reach And Does Not 
Represent Sponsored Or Paid Marketing / Advertising Reach )

Marketing Reach



Breakfast Television Featuring Our Instagram & Online Store

Toronto Star Print & Online Feature In Shop Section

PRESS



Toronto Life Best Booming Brands

Kiss 92.5 - On Air Interview



For Every Item Sold, Thank You™ Toronto Will Provide A Meal For Someone In Need.

When Thank You™ Toronto first started it’s charitable donations for every product sold, 
we worked with a local restaurant to prepare the food to be delivered to homeless on 
Toronto streets. As business grew, it got overwhelming and wasn’t as efficient as we 
wanted it to be. Also not knowing, a large percentage of homeless on the street won’t 

accept physical food donations from generous people like us!

We knew we had to adjust our charitable methods. We contacted local shelters such as 
Covenant House for homeless youth and Evangel Hall Mission. These shelters update 
us on their much-needed items and this information allows us to purchase the food that 
they need to feed their guests at the shelter. It doesn’t stop there, meeting many people 
who want to get involved, we worked with Curbalicious - a local Toronto food truck and 

rented it to be only accessible for the guests at Covenant House during Christmas. 
Each guest received a ticket inside during their lunch time service, and we covered the 

entire bill. The food truck was not open to the public. 

Hand To Hand Contributions Locally In Toronto.

CHARITABLE CAMPAIGNS



Food Truck Collaboration For Less Fortunate With Curbalicious Inc.

Grocery Shopping For Least Donated & Much Needed Items At Shelters



Thank You™ Collaborative Socks



Neil Wong
Founder / Operator

_____________________________

E-Mail
Neil@ThankYouToronto.com

Mailing Address

Attn: Neil Wong
2465 Cawthra Road - Unit 127

Mississauga, ON
L5A 3P2
CANADA
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